LETTERS TO NATURE
action energy is positiVe, the atom will travel slowly over the
potential barrier formed by the cavity mode, and will be displaced backwards. Englert, Schwinger and Scully9 have shown
that the atom will be displaced forwards or backwards by Acts/4,
where Acts is the de Broglie wavelength of the atom.
The important quantity in determining the position of the
interference fringes is the relative phase between the two peaks
of the atomic wavefunction located at the two slits. Each part of
the atom interacts with a separate cavity, and as the longitudinal
displacement induced on the atom by a single cavity is ±Acts/4,
the relative displacement by which the two parts of the atomic
wavefunction are shifted can be 0 or ±Acts/2 (corresponding to
a relative phase shift of 0 or ±1r). Without some clever measurement on the cavities, the value of the relative displacement cannot be determined, and the interference pattern is washed out.
Such measurements were discussed by Scully et
and may be
regarded as measurements of the relative phase between the fields
in the two cavities. This requires that we describe the photon
not as having been deposited in one cavity or the other, but as
being shared between the two cavities with some relative phase.
Atoms that leave the cavities with a given relative phase do
exhibit interference; but if the relative phase information is discarded, shifted interference patterns add together, washing out
the fringes. Welcher Weg information cannot be obtained at the
same time as relative phase information.
The connection between a longitudinal displacement and a
transverse momentum kick can be understood intuitively by
visualizing a rotation of the atomic wavefront. Because the
atom's motion is primarily longitudinal, a transverse momentum
kick will simply change its direction slightly. This implies a
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CARBON films find applications in a wide range of fields, ranging
from microelectronics to materials science'. In ceramic matrix
composites they confer the high strength and toughness needed for
applications in aerospace, nuclear and automotive engineering 2 •
Chemical ,·apour deposition is traditionally used to prepare carbon
films, but it is relatively expensive, and not easily adapted to coating samples in the form of whiskers, platelets or powders. Here
we report that silicon carbide, the most common component of
composite ceramics, can be coated with carbon films of nanometre
to micrometre thickness by hydrothermal treatment at 300-800 °C. We have applied the technique to SiC fibres, powders,
platelets and single crystals, as well as to other carbides. Our
method should provide a general and inexpensive route to hightoughness composites and lubricating coatings.
Chemical vapour deposition at ~1,100 cc (refs 3, 4) is usually
used to obtain carbon layers. Interfacial carbon layers have also
been formed by long-term, high-temperature treatment of an
SiC-containing composite 2 . However, the former method is relatively expensive, complicated and results in a decrease of
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differential displacement of the atomic wavefront, the displacement being in the longitudinal direction by an amount which
varies in proportion to the transverse position. This is effectively
the familiar phenomenon of refraction: a position-dependent
change in the phase of a wave results in a change in the direction
of propagation.
We have shown that the loss of interference from a double
slit in the presence of a welcher Weg detector is physically caused
by momentum kicks, the magnitude of which are determined
by the uncertainty principle. We therefore conclude that the
principle of complementarity is a consequence of the
Heisenberg uncertainty relation. The source of these momentum
kicks in the micromaser detector suggested by Scully et al. 3 is
the repeated emission and reabsorption of microwave photons
by the atom.
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strength; the latter is hard to control. It has been reported that
a ~I 00-nm layer of carbon at the Nicalon fibre-matrix interface
improves greatly the mechanical strength of glass-ceramic
matrix composites 5 A carbon layer mitigates also the high-temperature degradation of the SiC fibres 3 .4, which occurs usually
during processing or use of the composites above ~I ,2001,300 "C.
Recently, hydrothermal reactions have been used successfully
as a non-traditional way of producing powders, single crystals
and coating films 6 . For example, it has been shown that hydrothermal treatment at 900 "C and I ,000 MPa water pressure can
enhance graphitization of carbon 7 . The substantial solubility of
carbon in C-H-0-(Si) fluids, and the possibility of graphite
deposition from these fluids have been known for years 8 11 • The
behaviour of powdered 12 and sintered SiC (ref. 13), as well as
SiC (Tyranno) fibres 14 under hydrothermal conditions in the
temperature range 300-800 oc and pressures up to I 00 MPa has
been studied, but formation of only silica and gaseous compounds (CO, CH 4 ) was reported.
We have attempted to adapt the hydrothermal technology to
SiC fibres. The important feature of the suggested method is
that the film was not deposited on the surface from a solution,
but the surface layer of the substrate was transformed into
carbon.
To demonstrate the idea, two commercially available (UBE
Industries Ltd., Yamaguchi, Japan) amorphous SiC (Tyranno)
fibres with the thickness of ~ 11 1-1m were chosen. Tyranno fibre
is a type of silicon carbide fibre containing titanium as well as
oxygen, made by pyrolysis of an organometallic polymer
precursor 15 . Standard fibre (grade S), and a new fibre (LoxM
grade) were used for the experiments. The properties and composition of materials used are described in ref. 14. Density of
the fibres was 2.35-2.40 gem - 3 . The surface of as-received fibres
was smooth and featureless. All fibres were X-ray amorphous,
and uniform and circular in shape.
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The structure of Tyranno fibre is finer than that of Nicalon 16 ,
and consists of SiC microcrystals, which are connected by Si0-C and Ti 0 (Ti-C-0) interlayers. Taking into account a
larger amount of oxycarbide in comparison with SiC in this
fibre, we may consider the structure of the fibre as an amorphous
SiO,C, matrix with nanometre-size [3-SiC inclusions. Hydrogen
content was less <0.1 °/t,.
The fibres (50 mm long) were cleaned in hot water to remove
a thin polyethylene oxide (PEO) film from their surface
(desized), and placed with distilled water into an Au capsule
60 mm long and 5 mm in diameter. The capsule was heated in
a test-tube-type pressure vessel under the pressure ( 100 MPa) of
water vapour. The hydrothermal equipment is described in more
detail elsewhere 17 . In these treatments, the temperature was kept
at 300-600 'C for 25 h.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) investigations demonstrated that the outer surface of the fibres heated in water at
temperatures of 300-450 ' C remained smooth and almost
featureless (Fig. I). Only slight surface damage was sometimes
found after treatment at ~450 'C, but surface films with a thickness of 1-- 2 ~m delaminated under applied load due to mismatch
of elastic properties. Spallation of the surface scale was found
at higher temperatures.
According to X-ray diffraction, crystallization of the fibres
did not occur after hydrothermal treatments in the temperature
range under study and the fibres remained amorphous. We
expected to find glassy silica in the surface layer of the treated
fibres. However, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy showed that the absorption due to Si -0 stretching
(I ,080 cm- 1 ) became weaker after treatment at 300-400 oc. The
absorption at 820 em·- 1 due to Si-C stretching disappeared
above 500 "C. Another interesting feature of FTIR spectra from
the treated fibres was the appearance of absorptions corresponding to hydrogenated carbon. Similar spectra were obtained for
amorphous hydrogenated carbon films 1x. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) depth analysis of the surface layer of the fibres
(Fig. 2) showed that a carbon layer, containing traces of silicon,
was formed after hydrothermal treatment under conditions of
our experiment. The thickness of this layer varied from I 0-20 nm
to 1-2 ~m depending on temperature and time. Raman spectroscopy investigations confirmed the formation of amorphous or
microcrystalline carbon (Fig. 3). Calculations 19 demonstrated
that the dimensions of crystallites along the basal graphite planes
La was <5 nm even at the highest treatment temperature. This
was confirmed also by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
It has been shown 12 that hydrothermal corrosion of SiC in
the temperature range of interest occurs by the reactions
SiC+ 4H 20

=

Si0 2 + C02 + 2H2

SiC+ 2H20 = Si02 + CH4

dominates. The possibility of this reaction has been confirmed
by SOLGASMIX-type 20 thermodynamic calculations (N. S.
Jacobson, personal communication). Silica formed was dissolved
in water during the treatment. A dissolution rate of ~0.8 ~m h - 1
was reported for silica glass in distilled water at 285 oc under
100 MPa pressure 21 • This rate is sufficient for the complete dissolution of silica formed according to reaction (3). AES did not
show the presence of oxygen in the surface carbon film at 400-450 cc. If the samples are encapsulated in a sealed container 12 • 14 ,
some silica can remain on the surface of SiC.
As discussed above, Tyranno fibre consists mainly of SiC
microcrystals and SiC,O, . It contains also C-C bonds, as was
found from the Raman spectra of untreated fibres (Fig. 3). Thus,
the reaction

(4)
as well as free carbon in the fibre can be responsible for the
formation of the carbon film. Deposition of carbon from a CH-0-Si fluid formed due to reactions (I and 2) is also quite
possiblex. To prove the possibility of reaction (3 ), we investigated
hydrothermal behaviour of an SiC powder (AJO, H. C. Starck
Co., Berlin), a(6H)-SiC single crystals and a-SiC platelets. In
all cases carbon was formed, and Raman spectra similar to that
shown in Fig. 3 were obtained. It should be noted that the
decomposition of pure SiC occurred at slightly higher temperatures (600-800 oC). Therefore, relatively sharp lines corresponding to microcrystalline graphite (G and D in Fig. 3) were
observed on the Raman spectra.
Tensile testing of Tyranno monofilaments according to the
ASTM D3379-75 standard with a 25-mm gauge length demonstrated that their strength was not changed after hydrothermal
treatment for 25 h at 300 °C, when a film ~50 nm thick was
formed. Treatment of the LoxM-grade fibre at 400 oc led to a
decrease of both strength (3.4 to 2.1 GPa), and Young's modulus
(192 to 137 GPa). For the S-grade, strength dropped from 4 to
1.54 GPa and the Young's modulus reduced from 160 to 94 GPa.
This decrease in strength was caused by the formation of 1-2~m-thick carbon films, which led to a substantial decrease of the
cross-section of the fibre. But even in this case, the fibres retained
a higher strength than after coating with CVD carbon film of
the same thickness 4 and their thickness decreased slightly, rather
than increased as in the case of CVD, which is very important
for producing high-strength ceramic composites with small flaw
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FIG. 1 Scanning electron micrograph showing the morphology of the
carbon film on the surface of LoxM-grade Tyranno fibre after hydrothermal treatment at 450 C. Film thickness is ~2 11m. The film is dense,
smooth and of uniform thickness.

FIG. 2 Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) depth profiles of C and Si
(semilogarithmic plot) in the surface layer of S-grade Tyranno fibres
before and after hydrothermal treatment for 25 h at 300 'C and 400 "C.
The difference from 100 atom % is due to oxygen, which is not shown.
The thickness of the carbon film is ~50 nm and 1.4 11m after the treatments at 300 'C and 400 'C respectively.
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Raman shift (cm-1)
FIG. 3 Raman spectra of the LoxM-grade Tyranno fibres before and after
hydrothermal treatments at various temperatures. Ar laser radiation at
a wavelength of 488 nm was used. The spectra are composed of a
graphite line (G) and a disorder-induced line (D). Vertical dashed lines
show the predicted positions of G and D lines for polycrystalline graphite. The shift ofthe observed lines from 1,580 and 1,355 cm- 1 indicates
the presence of the bond-angle disorder. The up-shift of the G line
towards the high-frequency edge means that the crystallites have a very
small grain size, and that they are dominated by sp 2 C-C rather than
sp 3 C-C bonds 22 . However, the down-shift of the D line indicates the
presence of sp 3 carbon bonds as well as disorder. The decrease of the
full width at half maximum of both lines with increasing temperature
means the removal of the bond-angle disorder and the increasing dominance of crystallites.

sizes. Calculations of the strength of the SiC core of the fibre with
film demonstrated that it was not changed after hydrothermal
treatment below 450 oc.
The hydrothermal method has also potential for fabrication
of amorphous carbon or graphite films on various silicon carbide
substrates. Graphite films can be useful for controlling the friction between SiC and a counterbody in wear applications. Coatings on whiskers and platelets may gradually improve the
fracture toughness and work of fracture of ceramic matrix composites. Treatment of fine SiC powders can produce carboncoated particles which undergo sintering more readily. The presence of a carbon film on the surface allows the electrical resistivity of Tyranno fibres to be varied from I to 106 Q em, making
possible their use in resistive cables. Hydrothermal treatment for
longer times and/or at higher temperatures, that leads to full
consumption of the fibre core, results in the formation of very
thin, hollow carbon pipes with an outer diameter of <I 0 J.lm
and wall thickness of -3 J.lm. Such carbon structures might be
of interest for specific applications such as catalysis. Further
investigation of the properties of the carbon films is necessary,
however, to identify their ideal applications. Preliminary experiments with TiC, TaC, WC and NbC show that the surface modification of other carbides by formation of carbon, or carbon
containing, layers is also possible.
D
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TAXOL 1-4, a substance originally isolated from the Pacific yew tree
(Taxus hrevifolia) more than two decades ago, has recently been
approved for the clinical treatment of cancer patients. Hailed as
having rrovided one of the most significant advances in cancer
therapy , this molecule exerts its anticancer activity by inhibiting
mitosis through enhancement of the polymerization of tubulin and
consequent stabilization of microtubules6 • The scarcity of taxol
and the ecological impact of harvesting it have prompted extensive
searches for alternative sources including semisynthesis, cellular
culture production and chemical synthesis2 ' 3 • The latter has been
attempted for almost two decades, but these attempts have been
thwarted by the magnitude of the synthetic challenge. Here we
report the total synthesis of taxol by a convergent strategy, which
opens a chemical pathway for the production of both the natural
product itself and a variety of designed taxoids.
The strategy for the present synthesis oftaxol (1, Fig. Ia) was
based on a retrosynthetic analysis involving the bond
disconnections 7 shown in Fig. lb. Thus, in the synthetic direction
the following key operations were proposed: (I) two fragments,
representing precursors to rings A and C (see Fig. la), were to
be coupled by a Shapiro reaction 8 and a McMurry coupling9 to
assemble the ABC ring skeleton; (2) instalment of the oxetane
ring; (3) addition 10 of the various substituents around the peripheries of rings Band C; (4) oxygenation 10 at C-13; and (5)
esterification to attach the side chain 11 •
The previously reported intermediates 2 (ref. 12) (Fig. 2) and
8 (refs 7, 13) (Fig. 3) served as the starting points for the convergent synthesis of taxol reported here. Figure 2 presents the construction of the requisite C-ring aldehyde 7 from 2. Protection
of both hydroxyl groups in 2 with TBS groups (95%) (for
abbreviations see figure legend) followed by selective reduction
of the ester group with LiAIH 4 at 0 oc, furnished primary alcohol 3 (94% yield). Acid-catalysed deprotection of the secondary
alcohol in 3 proceeded in a highly selective manner to give the
corresponding diol (90% yield), which was then selectively protected with a TPS group at the primary position and a benzyl
group at the secondary to afford compound 4 in 80% overall
yield. The y-lactone in 4 was then reductively opened with concomitant desilylation at the tertiary position using LiAIH 4 at
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